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ASSISTED INITIALNETWORKACQUISITIONAND SYSTEM
DETERMINATION

BACKGROUND

Field

[0001] At least one feature relates to acquisition of communication systems, and, more

particularly, to a method for assisting a communication device to improve wireless network

acquisition time by obtaining information from other communication devices already in the

network.

Background

[0002] In wireless communication networks, an access terminal or mobile device/station

typically scans a defined frequency spectrum to identify one or more access nodes (e.g., cells,

base stations, Node Bs, Access Node, etc.) through which it may obtain wireless

communication service. This is often referred to as system acquisition and typically happens

when the mobile station (MS) is powered On after being off for some time or when the

mobile station recovers from lack of coverage or switches between two different networks

(e.g., 2G and 3G networks). In these cases, the mobile station searches through a list of

carrier frequency candidates. For each frequency, the mobile station may attempt to detect a

preamble or acquire a scrambling code and phase of the strongest access node detected or

found. The length of the frequency list depends on the actual scenario, e.g. if the mobile

station has been moved outside it home coverage area (e.g., service region, state city, country,

etc.) while it was powered off, then the frequency list can be quite long. Most often, the

correct carrier frequency is not known and the frequency scanning process involves a coarse

frequency scan (e.g., where a frequency band may be identified) followed by fine frequency

scan (e.g., where particular channels within the frequency band may be scanned). Cell

acquisition (e.g., access node acquisition) may then be done on each channel where energy is

found during the fine frequency scan. During the cell acquisition, the mobile station

searches for service both in frequency and code space which is typically an undesirably large

number of hypotheses or combinations to search. Once an appropriate access node is

selected, the mobile station is ready to communicate signaling messages to establish a data

and/or voice session via the selected access node.

[0003] Due to the scanning performed by the mobile station to identify access nodes and

acquire a scrambling code and phase, the acquisition process may take a noticeably long time.



Consequently, a way is needed to expedite and/or improve the acquisition process service

may be acquired more quickly by a mobile station.

SUMMARY

[0004] A method for assisted initial network acquisition is provided. Rather than scanning

one or more frequency bands to discover local wireless network information, a first device

may send a request for local wireless network information to a nearby second device. Such

request for network information may be a specific request for information about a particular

type of wireless network (e.g., GSM, CDMA, etc.), a specific request for one or more

networks associated with a particular service provider, and/or a general request for all

networks that may be locally available in that region.

[0005] The second device, which may have previously obtained the requested network

information (e.g., it may have joined or be communicating through the wireless network),

may respond by sending the requested wireless network information to the first device. Upon

receiving the wireless network information from the second device, the first device may use it

to acquire a communication service from the wireless network. The first device may obtain

the network information from the second device via a secondary communication interface but

communicates with the network over a different primary communication interface.

[0006] A method operational on an access terminal is provided for initial network

acquisition. A request for wireless network information is sent over a secondary

communication interface. The request for wireless network information may also be

broadcasted to other local communication devices. In response, the wireless network

information may be received over the secondary communication interface. A communication

service may be acquired or established from a wireless network over a primary

communication interface using the wireless network information.

[0007] In some implementations, the access terminal may search for a last known wireless

network over the primary communication interface before sending the request for wireless

network information. The access terminal may also scan one or more frequency bands over

the primary communication interface to obtain the wireless network information if such

wireless network information is not received over the secondary communication interface.

[0008] The primary communication interface and the secondary communication interface

may be adapted to communicate with different types of networks. In one example, the

primary communication interface may be adapted to communicate within a first frequency



band and the secondary communication interface may be adapted to communicate within a

second frequency band, wherein the first and second frequency bands are non-overlapping.

The primary communication interface may be adapted for communications over a wide area

wireless network via an access node. For instance, the primary communication interface is

adapted for communications over a Public Land Mobile Network. The secondary

communication interface is adapted for communications over at least one of an ad-hoc

communication link and a peer-to-peer communication link. In one example, the secondary

communication interface is a Bluetooth-compliant communication interface.

[0009] In one instance, the access terminal is starting or resuming operations in an unknown

wireless network region. In another instance, the access terminal is switching operation from

a first network type to a second network type.

[0010] In one example, the method may operate on a multi-mode access terminal capable of

communicating over different types of wireless networks (e.g., CDMA, GSM, etc.). The

access terminal may ascertain a network type associated with the received wireless network

information and select a mode of operation for the primary communication interface

consistent with the network type.

[0011] An access terminal may comprise a primary and secondary communication interface

and a processing circuit. The primary communication interface may be adapted for

communications over a wide area wireless network. The secondary communication interface

may be adapted for communications over an ad-hoc communication link. The processing

circuit may be coupled to the primary communication interface and the secondary

communication interface and configured to: (a) send a request for wireless network

information over the secondary communication interface; (b) receive the wireless network

information over the secondary communication interface; and/or (c) acquire a communication

service from a wireless network over the primary communication interface using the wireless

network information. The processing circuit may further configured to (a) search for last

known wireless network over the primary communication interface before sending the

request for wireless network information, and/or (b) scan a frequency band over the primary

communication interface to obtain the wireless network information if such wireless network

information is not received over the secondary communication interface.

[0012] The primary communication interface and the secondary communication interface

may be adapted to communicate with different types of networks. For instance, the primary

communication interface is adapted to communicate within a first frequency band and the



secondary communication interface is adapted to communicate within a second frequency

band, wherein the first and second frequency band are non-overlapping. In other instances,

the primary communication interface may be adapted for communications over a wide area

wireless network or a Public Land Mobile Network. Similarly, the secondary communication

interface may be adapted for communications over at least one of an ad-hoc communication

link and a peer-to-peer communication link, such as a Bluetooth-compliant communication

interface. In one example, the primary communication interface may be adapted for long-

range communications relative to the secondary communication interface which is adapted

for short-range communications.

[0013] In some instances, the access terminal may be starting or resuming operations in an

unknown wireless network region. In other instances, the access terminal is switching

operation from a first network type to a second network type.

[0014] Consequently, an access terminal is provided comprising: (a) means for sending a

request for wireless network information over a secondary communication interface; (b)

means for receiving the wireless network information over the secondary communication

interface; (c) means for acquiring a communication service from a wireless network over a

primary communication interface using the wireless network information; (d) means for

searching for last known wireless network over the primary communication interface before

sending the request for wireless network information; and/or (e) means for scanning one or

more frequency band over the primary communication interface to obtain the wireless

network information if such wireless network information is not received over the secondary

communication interface. The primary communication interface and the secondary

communication interface may be adapted to communicate with different types of networks.

[0015] A circuit for wireless network communications is also provided wherein the circuit

is adapted to (a) send a request for wireless network information over a secondary

communication interface; (b) receive the wireless network information over the secondary

communication interface; (c) acquire a communication service from a wireless network over

a primary communication interface using the wireless network information; and/or (d) scan

one or more frequency bands over the primary communication interface to obtain the wireless

network information if such wireless network information is not received over the secondary

communication interface. The primary communication interface and the secondary

communication interface may be adapted to communicate with different types of networks.



[0016] A computer-readable medium is also provided comprising instructions for initial

network acquisition, which when executed by a processor causes the processor to: (a) send a

request for wireless network information over a secondary communication interface; (b)

receive the wireless network information over the secondary communication interface; (c)

acquire a communication service from a wireless network over a primary communication

interface using the wireless network information; and/or scan one or more frequency bands

over the primary communication interface to obtain the wireless network information if such

wireless network information is not received over the secondary communication interface.

[0017] A method operational on an access terminal is also provided for assisting another

device in initial network acquisition. Wireless network information may be maintained or

stored for a wireless network associated with a primary communication interface. A wireless

network information request may be received over a secondary communication interface

from a requesting communication device. The wireless network information is then sent to

the requesting communication device via the secondary communication interface. A

frequency band associated with the wireless network may be monitored via the primary

communication interface to obtain the wireless network information. In some

implementations, the request for wireless network information may be ignored if it comes

from a device associated with a different network carrier than the wireless network. The

primary communication interface and the secondary communication interface may be adapted

to communicate with different types of networks. For instance, the primary communication

interface may be adapted for communications over a wide area wireless network, such as a

Public Land Mobile Network.

[0018] The secondary communication interface may be adapted for communications over at

least one of an ad-hoc communication link and a peer-to-peer communication link, such as a

Bluetooth-compliant communication interface.

[0019] An access terminal is also provided comprising a primary and secondary

communication interfaces and a processing circuit. The primary communication interface

may be adapted for communications over a wide area wireless network. The secondary

communication interface may be adapted for communications over an ad-hoc communication

link. The processing circuit is coupled to the primary communication interface and the

secondary communication interface and configured to (a) maintain a wireless network

information for a wireless network associated with the primary communication interface; (b)

receive a wireless network information request over the secondary communication interface



from a requesting communication device; (c) send the wireless network information to the

requesting communication device via the secondary communication interface; (d) monitor a

frequency band associated with the wireless network via the primary communication

interface to obtain the wireless network information; and/or (e) ignore the request for wireless

network information if it comes from a device associated with a different network carrier than

the wireless network. The primary communication interface and the secondary

communication interface may be adapted to communicate with different types of networks.

For instance, the primary communication interface may be adapted for communications over

a wide area wireless network, such as, a Public Land Mobile Network. The secondary

communication interface may be adapted for communications over at least one of an ad-hoc

communication link and a peer-to-peer communication link. For example, the secondary

communication interface is a Bluetooth-compliant communication interface.

[0020] Consequently, an access terminal is provided comprising: (a) means for maintaining

a wireless network information for a wireless network associated with a primary

communication interface; (b) means for receiving a wireless network information request

over a secondary communication interface from a requesting communication device; (c)

means for sending wireless network information to the requesting communication device via

the secondary communication interface; and/or (d) means for monitoring a frequency band

associated with the wireless network via the primary communication interface to obtain the

wireless network information. The primary communication interface may be adapted to

communicate within a first frequency band and the secondary communication interface may

be adapted to communicate within a second frequency band, wherein the first and second

frequency band may be non-overlapping.

[0021] A circuit for wireless network communications is also provided where the circuit is

adapted to (a) maintain a wireless network information for a wireless network associated with

a primary communication interface; (b) receive a wireless network information request over a

secondary communication interface from a requesting communication device; (c) send

wireless network information to the requesting communication device via the secondary

communication interface; and/or (d) monitor a frequency band associated with the wireless

network via the primary communication interface to obtain the wireless network information.

[0022] A computer-readable medium is also provided comprising instructions for initial

network acquisition, which when executed by a processor causes the processor to (a)

maintain a wireless network information for a wireless network associated with a primary



communication interface; (b) receive a wireless network information request over a

secondary communication interface from a requesting communication device; (c) send

wireless network information to the requesting communication device via the secondary

communication interface; and/or (d) monitor a frequency band associated with the wireless

network via the primary communication interface to obtain the wireless network information.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023] Various features, nature, and advantages may become apparent from the detailed

description set forth below when taken in conjunction with the drawings in which like

reference characters identify correspondingly throughout.

[0024] Figure 1 illustrates a wireless communication system in which an access terminal

may perform assisted cell acquisition.

[0025] Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating how an access terminal may obtain network

information from another access terminal already part of the network.

[0026] Figure 3 illustrates a method between two devices to facilitate distribution of

wireless network information from a first device to a second device.

[0027] Figure 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example of a communication device that

may be configured for assisted initial network acquisition.

[0028] Figure 5 illustrates a method operational on a communication device to perform

assisted initial network acquisition according to one example.

[0029] Figure 6 is a block diagram illustrating an example of a communication device that

may be configured to assist in the initial network acquisition by another communication

device.

[0030] Figure 7 illustrates a method operational on a communication device to assist initial

network acquisition by another communication device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0031] In the following description, specific details are given to provide a thorough

understanding of the configurations. However, it will be understood by one of ordinary skill

in the art that the configurations may be practiced without these specific detail. For example,

circuits may be shown in block diagrams in order not to obscure the configurations in



unnecessary detail. In other instances, well-known circuits, structures and techniques may be

shown in detail in order not to obscure the configurations.

[0032] Also, it is noted that the configurations may be described as a process that is

depicted as a flowchart, a flow diagram, a structure diagram, or a block diagram. Although a

flowchart may describe the operations as a sequential process, many of the operations can be

performed in parallel or concurrently. In addition, the order of the operations may be re

arranged. A process is terminated when its operations are completed. A process may

correspond to a method, a function, a procedure, a subroutine, a subprogram, etc. When a

process corresponds to a function, its termination corresponds to a return of the function to

the calling function or the main function.

[0033] In one or more examples and/or configurations, the functions described may be

implemented in hardware, software, firmware, or any combination thereof. If implemented in

software, the functions may be stored on or transmitted over as one or more instructions or

code on a computer-readable medium. Computer-readable media includes both computer

storage media and communication media including any medium that facilitates transfer of a

computer program from one place to another. A storage media may be any available media

that can be accessed by a general purpose or special purpose computer. By way of example,

and not limitation, such computer-readable media can comprise RAM, ROM, EEPROM, CD-

ROM or other optical disk storage, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices,

or any other medium that can be used to carry or store desired program code means in the

form of instructions or data structures and that can be accessed by a general-purpose or

special-purpose computer, or a general-purpose or special-purpose processor. Also, any

connection is properly termed a computer-readable medium. For example, if the software is

transmitted from a website, server, or other remote source using a coaxial cable, fiber optic

cable, twisted pair, digital subscriber line (DSL), or wireless technologies such as infrared,

radio, and microwave, then the coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, twisted pair, DSL, or wireless

technologies such as infrared, radio, and microwave are included in the definition of medium.

Disk and disc, as used herein, includes compact disc (CD), laser disc, optical disc, digital

versatile disc (DVD), floppy disk and blu-ray disc where disks usually reproduce data

magnetically, while discs reproduce data optically with lasers. Combinations of the above are

also be included within the scope of computer-readable media.

[0034] Moreover, a storage medium may represent one or more devices for storing data,

including read-only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM), magnetic disk storage



mediums, optical storage mediums, flash memory devices and/or other machine readable

mediums for storing information.

[0035] Furthermore, configurations may be implemented by hardware, software, firmware,

middleware, microcode, or any combination thereof. When implemented in software,

firmware, middleware or microcode, the program code or code segments to perform the

necessary tasks may be stored in a computer-readable medium such as a storage medium or

other storage(s). A processor may perform the necessary tasks. A code segment may

represent a procedure, a function, a subprogram, a program, a routine, a subroutine, a module,

a software package, a class, or any combination of instructions, data structures, or program

statements. A code segment may be coupled to another code segment or a hardware circuit

by passing and/or receiving information, data, arguments, parameters, or memory contents.

Information, arguments, parameters, data, etc. may be passed, forwarded, or transmitted via

any suitable means including memory sharing, message passing, token passing, network

transmission, etc.

[0036] In the following description, certain terminology is used to describe certain features.

The terms "access terminal" and "communication device" may be interchangeably used to

refer to a mobile device, mobile phone, wireless terminal, and/or other types of mobile or

fixed communication apparatus capable of communicating over a wireless network.

[0037] To reduce the initial network acquisition time for an access terminal within a

wireless network, the access terminal may take advantage of other nearby devices. The

nearby terminals, mobile or fixed, may have already acquired information for the wireless

network (e.g., Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN) information, frequencies, channels,

timing, scrambling codes and/or phases for nearby access nodes, etc.) in a coverage area and

can provide it to the access terminal. In this manner, the access terminal can avoid a long

scanning or acquisition process and more quickly acquire an access node/cell of the network.

The wireless network information (e.g., PLMN information, operating frequencies, channels,

timing, scrambling codes and/or phases for nearby access nodes, etc.) may be shared through

a short range wireless link such as Bluetooth. An assumption may be that acquisition of the

short radio link is much faster than the initial acquisition of the wide area system.

[0038] Another feature provides power conservation for an acquiring access terminal

implementing assisted network acquisition. By obtaining the network information from

another nearby access terminal, the acquiring access terminal may consume less power than if

it had performed an exhaustive scan of one or more frequency bands to discover such



information itself. Since a secondary communication interface used to acquire the network

information from the nearby access terminal may be a short-range or low-power interface, it

may consume less power than a primary communication interface used for longer range

communications via the wireless network of interest. Therefore, power consumption may be

conserved and the operational life of the acquiring access terminal may be extended.

[0039] Figure 1 illustrates a wireless communication system in which an access terminal

may perform assisted cell acquisition. The access terminal 102 may find itself in a network

region without prior knowledge of network information. The network region may include

one or more cells 104, 106, and/or 108, each cell having one or more access nodes 110, 112,

and/or 114. The access terminal 102 may be powering On after being Off for some time or it

may be recovering from a lack of coverage or it may be switching between two different

networks (e.g., 2G and 3G networks or UMTS and LTE).

[0040] One goal of the access terminal 102 during an initial network/cell acquisition is to

select a useable cell/sector for network communications. Initial network acquisition is

typically carried out: at switch On or power On, after recovery from lack of coverage,

reception of a background PLMN search request, awaking from a period of deep sleep, and/or

switching between different networks (e.g., from 2G to 3G service).

[0041] Conventionally, network acquisition is often done by sequentially scanning all

channels within one or more frequency bands. When the access terminal 102 is first turned

On, it may read the PLMN and International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) information

stored in a subscriber identity Module (SIM) card. IMSI is assigned by the service provider

to an access terminal (subscriber) as a permanent ID associated with its subscription. Upon

startup, the access terminal typically reads its stored PLMN information from its SIM and

begins initial network acquisition. Such network acquisition often involves a frequency scan

followed by an acquisition scan. Although frequency and acquisition scans algorithms are

implementation dependent, the access terminal may first attempt network acquisition using its

PLMN information stored in its SIM (e.g., typically its home PLMN or last known PLMN

information). If no suitable cell or access node is found using this PLMN information, the

access terminal may extend its scan by implementing a frequency scanning algorithm in

which frequency bands for its Radio Resource Control are exhaustively searched to try to

identify all PLMN within radio contact. A frequency scanning algorithm may involve a

coarse frequency scan followed by a fine frequency scan. During the coarse frequency scan,

a wide frequency band is coarsely scanned by detecting carrier power at regular intervals to



identify potential access node (cell) narrow frequency bands. In the fine frequency scan, the

identified potential access node frequency bands are scanned at finer intervals to identify

particular channels. The frequency scanning algorithm may also adjust its power detection

threshold in an attempt to identify pilots from access nodes or cells. An acquisition scan is

then performed where the access terminal searches the identified channels in frequency and

code space to acquire a scrambling code and phase for access node (cell) which it can use for

communications over the wireless network. The average acquisition time is function of the

number of the frequency bands searched, number of frequency assignments in each band,

channel conditions, and pilot signal strength from local access nodes (cells). Because such

scanning may involve several hundred searches, this results in a noticeable delay and power

consumption for an access terminal.

[0042] Rather than scanning frequency bands, the access terminal 102 may communicate

with other local access terminals 116 and 118 to obtain such information. For example, the

access terminals 102, 116 and 118 may include a communication interface (e.g., Bluetooth,

etc.) that allows them to communicate with each other independent of the wireless network

(e.g., the access nodes 112, 114, 116). In this example, the access terminal 102 may be able

to identify and communicate with other access terminals 116 and 118 in less time than it

would take it to scan one or more frequency bands to obtain network information (e.g.,

identify access nodes, frequencies, channels, timing, scrambling codes and/or phases, etc.).

[0043] Many modern mobile phones include multiple wireless interfaces. A mobile phone

with no prior knowledge of network information may utilize a secondary communication

interface to obtain such network information from other nearby mobile phones with

knowledge of about the network to speed up the initial cell acquisition process. For instance,

frequency, time and/or code information could be transferred to the mobile phone trying to

initially acquire the network.

[0044] Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating how an access terminal may obtain network

information from another access terminal already part of the network. A first access terminal

A 102 may have no prior knowledge of a wireless network it intends to join. However, a

second access terminal B 204 may already have joined the wireless network (e.g., may be

communicating with an access node 206) and/or obtained wireless network information (e.g.,

identified access nodes, communication frequencies, channels, timing, scrambling codes

and/or phases, etc).



[0045] The access terminals A 202 and B 204 may include wireless primary communication

interfaces 208 and 210 and secondary communication interfaces 212 and 214 (e.g.,

Bluetooth-compliant). The wireless primary communication interfaces 208 and 210 may be a

long range communication interface or a wide area network interface, such as a Universal

Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) compliant interface, WiMax, or Long Term

Evolution (LTE), that serves to communicate with the wireless network. The wireless

network may be a managed network where a network controller facilitates communications

to/from access terminals via one or more access nodes. The secondary communication

interfaces 212 and 214 may be a short range communication interface, such as a Bluetooth

interface, that may facilitate, for example, peer-to-peer communications. The secondary

communication interfaces 212 and 214 may not be associated with the wireless network.

[0046] Upon starting up and not finding its expected home network via the wireless

network interface 208, the first access terminal A 202 may scan for other access terminals via

the secondary communication interface 212. Alternatively, the first access terminal A 212

and second access terminal 214 may have a pre-established association or there may be a pre-

established association between their secondary communication interfaces 212 and 214. In

this example, the second device B 204 may have already acquired network information for

the wireless network used by wireless communication interface 208 and 210. The first access

terminal 202 may find the second communication device 204 within range of its secondary

communication interface 212. The first access terminal 212 may then obtain network

information from the second access terminal B 204 via a short range link between the

secondary communication interfaces 212 and 214. Such network information may include,

for example, a list of PLMN active in the area or region, a list of the offset frequencies

relative to the short range link reference frequency (e.g., the offset frequencies identifying

frequencies associated with one or more access nodes, base stations, etc.), and other time

and/or code information (e.g., associated with one or more access nodes, base stations, etc.)

that may be used to speed up the cell acquisition process. Using such network information,

the first communication device 202 may acquire service via the access node 206, for

example.

[0047] In some implementations, the access terminal A 202 may be a multi-mode device

capable of communicating over different types of networks (e.g., CDMA, GSM, etc.). That

is, the wireless network interface may be capable of communicating over different types of

networks. Alternatively, the access terminal A 202 may include additional network interfaces



for the different types of networks. Consequently, the network information obtained from the

second access terminal B 204 via a short range link may be specific for a particular type of

wireless network (e.g., GSM, CDMA, etc.), specific to one or more networks associated with

a particular service provider, and/or general to all networks that may be locally available in

that region and known to the second access terminal B 204.

[0048] Another feature of obtaining the network information from the second access

terminal B 204 is that the first access terminal A 202 may consume less power than if it had

performed an exhaustive scan of one or more frequency bands to discover such information

itself. Since the secondary communication interface 212 may be a short-range or low-power

interface, it may consume less power than the wireless communication interface 208 (which

is used for longer range communications). Therefore, power consumption may be conserved

and the operational life of the first communication device A 202 is extended. This may be

particularly useful where the first access terminal A 202 is powered by batteries, for example,

since it means that the device can operate for longer periods of time between recharging.

[0049] Figure 3 illustrates a method between two devices to facilitate distribution of

wireless network information from a first device (i.e., first access terminal) to a second

device (i.e., second access terminal). The first device A 302 may startup or resume

operations in an unknown wireless network region 306. Both the first device A 302 and

second device B 304 may have a first and second primary communication interfaces (e.g.,

long-range interface, high-power interface, PLMN interface, etc.) for communicating with a

wireless network (e.g., managed wireless network, wide area network, PLMN network, etc.)

and a first and second secondary communication interface (e.g., short-range interface, low-

power interface, Bluetooth-compliant interface, etc.) for peer-to-peer and/or ad-hoc

communications .

[0050] The second device B 304 may have previously established communications over the

wireless network over the second primary communication 308. Consequently, the second

device B 304 may maintain wireless network information (e.g., identify access nodes,

frequencies, channels, timing, scrambling codes and/or phases, etc., for the wireless network).

The first device A 302 may optionally search for its last known wireless network over a first

primary communication interface 308. If this is unsuccessful, the first device A 302 may

send or broadcast a request for wireless network information over its first secondary

communication interface 314. The first device A 302 may scan or listen for replies over the

first secondary communication interface 316. Note that the request 314 may be a specific



request for a particular type of wireless network (e.g., GSM, CDMA, etc.), a specific request

for one or more networks associated with a particular service provider, and/or a general

request for all networks that may be locally available in that region and known to the second

device B 304.

[0051] The second device B 304 may optionally determine if the first device A 302 belongs

to the same wireless network 318. If so, it may send the wireless network information over

the second secondary communication interface 320. The first device A 302 may then acquire

a communication link (e.g., acquire a cell, access node, base station, etc.) over the first

primary communication interface using the wireless network information 322. Because the

wireless network information is obtained from the nearby second device B, the first device A

302 is able to avoid a longer scan for this information and quickly acquires communications

with an access node for the wireless network.

[0052] Figure 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example of a communication device that

may be configured for assisted initial network acquisition. The communication device 402

(e.g., access terminal) may include a processing circuit 404 coupled to a primary

communication interface 406, a secondary communication interface 408, and a storage device

410. The primary communication interface 406 may serve to communicate over a wireless

communication network 414 (e.g., wide area network, PLMN, etc.) while the secondary

communication interface 408 may serve to communicate over an ad-hoc (or peer-to-peer)

network 412 (e.g., Bluetooth-compliant network). The primary communication interface 406

may be a high-power or long-range communication interface 406 relative to the lower power

and shorter range secondary communication interface 408. The communication device 402

may use the storage device 410 to store information for the wireless communication network

414.

[0053] The primary communication interface 406 and the secondary communication

interface 408 may be adapted to communicate with different types of networks. For instance,

the primary communication interface 406 may be adapted to communicate within a first

frequency band and the secondary communication interface 408 may be adapted to

communicate within a second frequency band, wherein the first and second frequency band

are non-overlapping. The primary communication interface 406 may adapted for

communications over a wide area wireless network or over a Public Land Mobile Network.

The secondary communication interface 408 may be adapted for communications over at

least one of an ad-hoc communication link and a peer-to-peer communication link. For



instance, the secondary communication interface 408 is a Bluetooth-compliant

communication interface.

[0054] Upon an initial startup or resumption after no network service, the communication

device 402 may be within a region for an unknown wireless communication network 414. In

another scenario, the communication device 402 may be switching operations from a first

network type to a second network type, where the communication device 402 has insufficient

knowledge of the second network type to acquire communications.

[0055] Rather than scanning one or more frequency bands to obtain wireless network

information with which to setup a communication link over the primary communication

interface, the communication device 402 may utilize its secondary communication interface

408 to obtain such network information from another nearby communication device that is

already part of the wireless communication network 414.

[0056] According to various examples, the communication link via the secondary

communication interface 408 (with another nearby device) may be established in a number of

ways. For instance, the communication device 402 may send request for network

information in a broadcast via the secondary communication interface 408 on a channel

monitored by other devices (e.g., without having established a previous relationship with

those other devices). Alternatively, the communication device 402 may identify one or more

nearby or local devices and send each device a targeted request for network information via

the secondary communication interface 408 with or without a prior relationship being

established with those other nearby or local devices. For instance, where the secondary

communication interface 408 is a Bluetooth-compliant interface, an "acquisition" profile may

be established that is recognized by other Bluetooth-compliant devices as a request for local

wireless network information (e.g., PLMN, wide area network, etc.).

[0057] In one implementation, the communication device 402 may be a multi-mode device

capable of communicating over different types of networks (e.g., CDMA, GSM, etc.). That

is, the primary communication interface may be capable of communicating over different

types of networks. In one example, the communication device 402 may include additional

network interfaces for the different types of networks. Consequently, the request for wireless

network information may be for a particular type of wireless network (e.g., GSM, CDMA,

etc.), specific to one or more networks associated with a particular service provider, and/or all

networks that may be locally available in that region. Depending on the network information



received over the secondary communication interface 408, the communication device 402

may use a network interface compatible with the received network information.

[0058] Figure 5 illustrates a method operational on the communication device 402 to

perform assisted initial network acquisition according to one example. The communication

device may start/resume operation in an unknown wireless network region 502.

Alternatively, communication device may be switching operation from a first network type to

a second network type (e.g., 2G to 3G network or UMTS to LTE). Optionally, the

communication device may search for its last known wireless network over a primary

communication interface 504. It may send or broadcast a request for wireless network

information over secondary communication interface 506. For instance, the request for

wireless network information may be broadcasted to other local communication devices. Any

other nearby communication device capable of receiving such request may respond to the

communication device, via a peer-to-peer/ad-hoc communication link, with the wireless

network information.

[0059] The communication device may scan or listen for replies over the secondary

communication interface 508 (e.g., from other nearby devices). If the communication device

receives the wireless network information over the secondary communication interface 510, it

may then acquire a communication service (e.g., acquire a connection/link with an access

node) over the primary communication interface using the wireless network information 514.

If no wireless network information is received over the secondary communication interface

510, then the communication device may scan or listen for wireless network information over

the primary communication interface 512.

[0060] The primary communication interface and the secondary communication interface

may be adapted to communicate with different types of networks. For instance, the primary

communication interface may be adapted to communicate within a first frequency band and

the secondary communication interface may be adapted to communicate within a second

frequency band, where the first and second frequency band are non-overlapping. The primary

communication interface is adapted for communications over a wide area wireless network

via an access node and/or over a Public Land Mobile Network. The secondary

communication interface may be adapted for communications over at least one of an ad-hoc

communication link and a peer-to-peer communication link. For instance, the secondary

communication interface may be a Bluetooth-compliant communication interface.



[0061] As a result of implementing assisted network acquisition, the communication device

402 may consume less power than if it had performed an exhaustive scan of one or more

frequency bands to discover such network information itself. Since the secondary

communication interface may be a short-range or low-power interface, it may consume less

power than the primary communication interface (which is used for longer range

communications). Therefore, power consumption may be conserved and the operational life

of the communication device 402 may be extended.

[0062] According to yet another configuration, a circuit in a communication device or

access terminal may be adapted to send a request for wireless network information over a

secondary communication interface (e.g., a Bluetooth-compliant interface, a peer-to-peer

interface, a short-range interface, a low-power interface, etc.). The same circuit, a different

circuit, or a second section of the same or different circuit may be adapted to receive the

wireless network information over the secondary communication interface. In addition, the

same circuit, a different circuit, or a third section of the same or different circuit may be

adapted to acquire a communication service from a wireless network over a primary

communication interface (e.g., wide area network interface, PLMN interface, high-power

interface, long-range interface, etc.) using the wireless network information. Similarly, the

same circuit, a different circuit, or a fourth section may be adapted to scan one or more

frequency bands over the primary communication interface to obtain the wireless network

information if such wireless network information is not received over the secondary

communication interface. One of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that, generally, most

of the processing described in this disclosure may be implemented in a similar fashion. Any

of the circuit(s) or circuit sections may be implemented alone or in combination as part of an

integrated circuit with one or more processors. The one or more of the circuits may be

implemented on an integrated circuit, an Advance RISC Machine (ARM) processor, a digital

signal processor (DSP), a general purpose processor, etc.

[0063] Figure 6 is a block diagram illustrating an example of a communication device that

may be configured to assist in the initial network acquisition by another communication

device. The communication device 602 may include a processing circuit 604 coupled to a

primary communication interface 606, a secondary communication interface 608, and a

storage device 610. The primary communication interface 606 may serve to communicate

over a wireless communication network 614 (e.g., wide area network, PLMN, etc.) while the

secondary communication interface 608 may serve to communicate over an ad-hoc (or peer-



o

to-peer) network 612 (e.g., Bluetooth-compliant network). The primary communication

interface 606 may be a high-power or long-range communication interface 606 relative to the

lower power and shorter range secondary communication interface 608. The communication

device 602 may use the storage device 610 to store information for the wireless

communication network 614.

[0064] The communication device 602 is assumed to be operational on the wireless

communication network and/or to have obtained information about the wireless

communication network. Such wireless network information may include, for example, a list

of PLMN active in the area or region, a list of the offset frequencies relative to the short

range link reference frequency (e.g., the offset frequencies identifying frequencies associated

with one or more access nodes, base stations, etc.), and other time and/or code information

(e.g., associated with one or more access nodes, base stations, etc.). The communication

device 602 may listen for requests for wireless network information from other nearby

devices via its secondary communication interface 608. If such request is received, the

communication device 602 may provide the wireless network information stored in the

storage device 610 via its secondary communication interface 608, thereby assisting the

requesting communication device in acquiring a network communication link more quickly.

[0065] Figure 7 illustrates a method operational on a communication device to assist initial

network acquisition by another communication device. The communication device may have

established communications over a wireless network via a primary communication interface

702. Consequently, the communication device may maintain wireless network information

704 for the wireless network. The communication device may listen for wireless network

information requests over the secondary communication interface. If no request is received

708, the communication device continues to listen. Otherwise, if such request is received, the

communication device may optionally determine whether the requesting communication

device belongs to the same carrier as the wireless communication network 710. If the

requesting communication device belongs to a different carrier than the wireless

communication network, it may ignore the request 714. Otherwise, the communication

device may send the wireless network information to the requesting communication device

via the secondary communication interface 712.

[0066] According to yet another configuration, a circuit in an access terminal may be

adapted to maintain a wireless network information for a wireless network associated with a

primary communication interface (e.g., wide area network interface, PLMN interface, high-



power interface, long-range interface, etc.). The same circuit, a different circuit, or a second

section of the same or different circuit may be adapted to receiving a wireless network

information requests over a secondary communication interface (e.g., a Bluetooth-compliant

interface, a peer-to-peer interface, a short-range interface, a low-power interface, etc.). In

addition, the same circuit, a different circuit, or a third section of the same or different circuit

may be adapted to send the wireless network information to a requesting communication

device via the secondary communication interface. Similarly, the same circuit, a different

circuit, or a fourth section may be adapted to monitoring a frequency band associated with the

wireless network via the primary communication interface to obtain the wireless network

information. The same circuit, a different circuit, or a fifth section may be adapted to ignore

the request for wireless network information if it comes from a device associated with a

different network carrier than the wireless network. One of ordinary skill in the art will

recognize that, generally, most of the processing described in this disclosure may be

implemented in a similar fashion. Any of the circuit(s) or circuit sections may be

implemented alone or in combination as part of an integrated circuit with one or more

processors. The one or more of the circuits may be implemented on an integrated circuit, an

Advance RISC Machine (ARM) processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), a general

purpose processor, etc.

[0067] The assisted network acquisition method and system described herein may be

implemented for acquisition of a Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS),

ultra wideband communication systems, Long Term Evolution (LTE), and WiMax networks,

and other wireless networks where initial network acquisition may be cumbersome, time

consuming, or otherwise problematic for devices operating in an unknown network region.

[0068] One or more of the components, steps, and/or functions illustrated in Figures 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, and/or 7 may be rearranged and/or combined into a single component, step, or

function or embodied in several components, steps, or functions. Additional elements,

components, steps, and/or functions may also be added. The apparatus, devices, and/or

components illustrated in Figures 1, 2, 4 and/or 6 may be configured or adapted to perform

one or more of the methods, features, or steps described in Figures 3, 5 and/or 7 . The

algorithms described herein may be efficiently implemented in software and/or embedded

hardware.

[0069] Those of skill in the art would further appreciate that the various illustrative logical

blocks, modules, circuits, and algorithm steps described in connection with the configurations



disclosed herein may be implemented as electronic hardware, computer software, or

combinations of both. To clearly illustrate this interchangeability of hardware and software,

various illustrative components, blocks, modules, circuits, and steps have been described

above generally in terms of their functionality. Whether such functionality is implemented as

hardware or software depends upon the particular application and design constraints imposed

on the overall system.

[0070] The various features described herein can be implemented in different systems. For

example, the secondary microphone cover detector may be implemented in a single circuit or

module, on separate circuits or modules, executed by one or more processors, executed by

computer-readable instructions incorporated in a machine-readable or computer-readable

medium, and/or embodied in a handheld device, mobile computer, and/or mobile phone.

[0071] It should be noted that the foregoing configurations are merely examples and are not

to be construed as limiting the claims. The description of the configurations is intended to be

illustrative, and not to limit the scope of the claims. As such, the present teachings can be

readily applied to other types of apparatuses and many alternatives, modifications, and

variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art.



CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method operational on an access terminal for initial network acquisition,

comprising:

sending a request for wireless network information over a secondary communication

interface;

receiving the wireless network information over the secondary communication

interface; and

acquiring a communication service from a wireless network over a primary

communication interface using the wireless network information.

2 . The method of claim 1 wherein the primary communication interface and the

secondary communication interface are adapted to communicate with different types of

networks.

3 . The method of claim 1 wherein the primary communication interface is adapted to

communicate within a first frequency band and the secondary communication interface is

adapted to communicate within a second frequency band, wherein the first and second

frequency bands are non-overlapping.

4 . The method of claim 1 wherein the primary communication interface is adapted for

communications over a wide area wireless network via an access node.

5 . The method of claim 1 wherein the primary communication interface is adapted for

communications over a Public Land Mobile Network.

6 . The method of claim 1 wherein the secondary communication interface is adapted for

communications over at least one of an ad-hoc communication link and a peer-to-peer

communication link.



7 . The method of claim 1 wherein the secondary communication interface is a

Bluetooth-compliant communication interface.

8. The method of claim 1 wherein the request for wireless network information is

broadcasted to other local communication devices.

9 . The method of claim 1 wherein the access terminal is starting or resuming operations

in an unknown wireless network region.

10. The method of claim 1 wherein the access terminal is switching operation from a first

network type to a second network type.

11. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

searching for a last known wireless network over the primary communication

interface before sending the request for wireless network information.

12. The method of claim 1 further comprising:

scanning one or more frequency bands over the primary communication interface to

obtain the wireless network information if such wireless network information is not received

over the secondary communication interface.

13. The method of claim 1 wherein the request for wireless network information is either

one of a specific request for a particular type of network or a general request for all available

networks.

14. The method of claim 1 further comprising:

ascertaining a network type associated with the received wireless network

information; and

selecting a mode of operation for primary communication interface consistent with

the network type.

15. An access terminal comprising :



a primary communication interface adapted for communications over a wide area

wireless network;

a secondary communication interface adapted for communications over an ad-hoc

communication link;

a processing circuit coupled to the primary communication interface and the

secondary communication interface, the processing circuit configured to

send a request for wireless network information over the secondary

communication interface;

receive the wireless network information over the secondary communication

interface; and

acquire a communication service from a wireless network over the primary

communication interface using the wireless network information.

16. The access terminal of claim 15 wherein the primary communication interface and the

secondary communication interface are adapted to communicate with different types of

networks.

17. The access terminal of claim 15 wherein the primary communication interface is

adapted to communicate within a first frequency band and the secondary communication

interface is adapted to communicate within a second frequency band, wherein the first and

second frequency band are non-overlapping.

18. The access terminal of claim 15 wherein the primary communication interface is

adapted for communications over a wide area wireless network.

19. The access terminal of claim 15 wherein the primary communication interface is

adapted for communications over a Public Land Mobile Network.

20. The access terminal of claim 15 wherein the secondary communication interface is

adapted for communications over at least one of an ad-hoc communication link and a peer-to-

peer communication link.



21. The access terminal of claim 15 wherein the secondary communication interface is a

Bluetooth-compliant communication interface.

22. The access terminal of claim 15 wherein the primary communication interface is

adapted for long-range communications relative to the secondary communication interface

which is adapted for short-range communications.

23. The access terminal of claim 15 wherein the request for wireless network information

is broadcasted to other local communication devices.

24. The access terminal of claim 15 wherein the access terminal is starting or resuming

operations in an unknown wireless network region.

25. The access terminal of claim 15 wherein the access terminal is switching operation

from a first network type to a second network type.

26. The access terminal of claim 15 wherein the processing circuit is further configured to

search for last known wireless network over the primary communication interface

before sending the request for wireless network information.

27. The access terminal of claim 15 wherein the processing circuit is further configured to

scan a frequency band over the primary communication interface to obtain the

wireless network information if such wireless network information is not received over the

secondary communication interface.

28. The access terminal of claim 15 wherein the request for wireless network information

is either one of a specific request for a particular type of network or a general request for all

available networks.

29. An access terminal comprising:

means for sending a request for wireless network information over a secondary

communication interface;



means for receiving the wireless network information over the secondary

communication interface; and

means for acquiring a communication service from a wireless network over a primary

communication interface using the wireless network information.

30. The access terminal of claim 29 wherein the primary communication interface and the

secondary communication interface are adapted to communicate with different types of

networks.

31. The access terminal of claim 29 further comprising:

means for searching for last known wireless network over the primary communication

interface before sending the request for wireless network information.

32. The access terminal of claim 29 further comprising:

means for scanning one or more frequency band over the primary communication

interface to obtain the wireless network information if such wireless network information is

not received over the secondary communication interface.

33. A circuit for wireless network communications, wherein the circuit is adapted to

send a request for wireless network information over a secondary communication

interface;

receive the wireless network information over the secondary communication

interface; and

acquire a communication service from a wireless network over a primary

communication interface using the wireless network information.

34. The circuit of claim 33 wherein the primary communication interface and the

secondary communication interface are adapted to communicate with different types of

networks.



35. The circuit of claim 33 wherein the circuit is adapted to

scan one or more frequency bands over the primary communication interface to obtain

the wireless network information if such wireless network information is not received over

the secondary communication interface.

36. A computer-readable medium comprising instructions for initial network acquisition,

which when executed by a processor causes the processor to

send a request for wireless network information over a secondary communication

interface;

receive the wireless network information over the secondary communication

interface; and

acquire a communication service from a wireless network over a primary

communication interface using the wireless network information.

37. The computer-readable medium of claim 36 further comprising instructions which

when executed by a processor causes the processor to

scan one or more frequency bands over the primary communication interface to obtain

the wireless network information if such wireless network information is not received over

the secondary communication interface.

38. A method operational on an access terminal for assisting another device in initial

network acquisition, comprising:

maintaining a wireless network information for a wireless network associated with a

primary communication interface;

receiving a wireless network information request over a secondary communication

interface from a requesting communication device; and

sending the wireless network information to the requesting communication device via

the secondary communication interface.

39. The method of claim 38 further comprising:

monitoring a frequency band associated with the wireless network via the primary

communication interface to obtain the wireless network information.



40. The method of claim 38 further comprising:

ignoring the request for wireless network information if it comes from a device

associated with a different network carrier than the wireless network.

41. The method of claim 38 wherein the primary communication interface and the

secondary communication interface are adapted to communicate with different types of

networks.

42. The method of claim 38 wherein the primary communication interface is adapted for

communications over a wide area wireless network.

43. The method of claim 38 wherein the primary communication interface is adapted for

communications over a Public Land Mobile Network.

44. The method of claim 38 wherein the secondary communication interface is adapted

for communications over at least one of an ad-hoc communication link and a peer-to-peer

communication link.

45. The method of claim 38 wherein the secondary communication interface is a

Bluetooth-compliant communication interface.

46. The method of claim 38 wherein the received request for wireless network

information is one either of a specific request for a particular type of network or a general

request for all available networks.

47. An access terminal comprising:

a primary communication interface adapted for communications over a wide area

wireless network;

a secondary communication interface adapted for communications over an ad-hoc

communication link;

a processing circuit coupled to the primary communication interface and the

secondary communication interface, the processing circuit configured to



maintain a wireless network information for a wireless network associated with

the primary communication interface;

receive a wireless network information request over the secondary communication

interface from a requesting communication device; and

send the wireless network information to the requesting communication device via

the secondary communication interface.

48. The access terminal of claim 47 wherein the processing circuit is further configured to

monitor a frequency band associated with the wireless network via the primary

communication interface to obtain the wireless network information.

49. The access terminal of claim 47 wherein the processing circuit is further configured to

ignore the request for wireless network information if it comes from a device

associated with a different network carrier than the wireless network.

50. The access terminal of claim 47 wherein the primary communication interface and the

secondary communication interface are adapted to communicate with different types of

networks.

51. The access terminal of claim 47 wherein the primary communication interface is

adapted for communications over a wide area wireless network.

52. The access terminal of claim 47 wherein the primary communication interface is

adapted for communications over a Public Land Mobile Network.

53. The access terminal of claim 47 wherein the secondary communication interface is

adapted for communications over at least one of an ad-hoc communication link and a peer-to-

peer communication link.

54. The access terminal of claim 47 wherein the secondary communication interface is a

Bluetooth-compliant communication interface.



55 . The access terminal of claim 47 wherein the received request for wireless network

information is one either of a specific request for a particular type of network or a general

request for all available networks.

56. An access terminal comprising:

means for maintaining a wireless network information for a wireless network

associated with a primary communication interface;

means for receiving a wireless network information request over a secondary

communication interface from a requesting communication device; and

means for sending wireless network information to the requesting communication

device via the secondary communication interface.

57. The access terminal of claim 56 wherein the processing circuit is further configured to

means for monitoring a frequency band associated with the wireless network via the

primary communication interface to obtain the wireless network information.

58. The access terminal of claim 56 wherein the primary communication interface is

adapted to communicate within a first frequency band and the secondary communication

interface is adapted to communicate within a second frequency band, wherein the first and

second frequency band are non-overlapping.

59. A circuit for wireless network communications, wherein the circuit is adapted to

maintain a wireless network information for a wireless network associated with a

primary communication interface;

receive a wireless network information request over a secondary communication

interface from a requesting communication device; and

send wireless network information to the requesting communication device via the

secondary communication interface.

60. The circuit of claim 59 wherein the circuit is further adapted to

monitor a frequency band associated with the wireless network via the primary

communication interface to obtain the wireless network information.



6 1. A computer-readable medium comprising instructions for initial network acquisition,

which when executed by a processor causes the processor to

maintain a wireless network information for a wireless network associated with a

primary communication interface;

receive a wireless network information request over a secondary communication

interface from a requesting communication device; and

send wireless network information to the requesting communication device via the

secondary communication interface.

62. The computer-readable medium of claim 6 1 further comprising instructions which

when executed by a processor causes the processor to

monitor a frequency band associated with the wireless network via the primary

communication interface to obtain the wireless network information.
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